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H I G H L I G H T S  

• A hybrid BCI real-time control system is developed to process BCI commands and drive an intelligent robot in real time. 
• A actor-critic based decision-making model is introduced to mitigate unconscious brain activities and minimize action errors. 
• The performance of the proposed BCI real-time control system is better than that of the state-of-the-art BCI systems.  
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A B S T R A C T   

Electroencephalogram (EEG)-based brain-computer interfaces (BCI) have been considered a prevailing non- 
invasive method for collecting human biomedical signals by attaching electrodes to the scalp. However, it is 
difficult to detect and use these signals to control an online BCI robot in a real environment owing to envi-
ronmental noise. In this study, a novel state recognition model is proposed to determine and improve EEG signal 
states. First, a Long Short-Term Memory Convolutional Neural Network (LSTM-CNN) was designed to extract 
EEG features along the time sequence. During this process, errors caused by the randomness of the mind or 
external environmental factors may be generated. Thus, an actor-critic based decision-making model was pro-
posed to correct these errors. The model consists of two networks that can be used to predict the final signal state 
based on both the current signal state probability and past signal state probabilities. Subsequently, a hybrid BCI 
real-time control system application is proposed to control a BCI robot. The Unicorn Hybrid Black EEG device 
was used to acquire brain signals. A data transmission system was constructed using OpenViBE to transfer data. 
An EEG classification system was built to classify the BCI commands. In this experiment, EEG data from five 
subjects were collected to train and test the performance and reliability of the proposed control system. The 
system records the time spent by the robot and the moving distance. Experimental results were provided to 
demonstrate the feasibility of the real-time control system. Compared to similar BCI studies, the proposed hybrid 
BCI real-time control system can accurately classify seven BCI commands in a more reliable and precise manner. 
Overall, the offline testing accuracy was 87.20%. When we apply the proposed system to control a BCI robot in a 
real environment, the average online control accuracy is 93.12%, and the mean information transmission rate is 
67.07 bits/min, which is better than those of some state-of-the-art control systems. This shows that the proposed 
hybrid BCI real-time control system demonstrated higher reliability, which can be used in practical BCI control 
applications.   

1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

The number of people with disabilities in the world exceeds 1.5 
billion due to stroke, car accidents, work accidents, and so on [1]. With 

the need to enhance the quality of life and promote mobility for 
disability, along with advancements in neuroscientific technologies, the 
development of auto-controlled wheelchairs based on brain–computer 
interfaces (BCI) has attracted growing attention. Brain control is an ideal 
method because it helps control machines anywhere and anytime by 
imagining mental activities. As a result, BCI has become an important 
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technology for helping people with disabilities. 
Electroencephalography (EEG) and electromyography (EMG) are 

two types of bio-signals that can be used for robot control. Electroen-
cephalography (EEG) is one of the main non-implanted BCIs techniques. 
EEG measures the electrical activity of the brain, which can be collected 
from a wearable EEG device [2], whereas EMG measures the electrical 
activity of muscles [3]. These signals can be used to control robots, 
allowing for more intuitive and natural interaction with machines. 
Compared with implantable BCI, EEG wearable devices are ethical and 
less invasive [4]. The EEG-based control of robots has been extensively 
researched in recent years. By measuring the electrical signals produced 
by the brain, researchers can decode the intended movement of a person 
and use them to control a robot [5]. This technology has the potential to 
improve the quality of life of people with disabilities by allowing them to 
control robotic devices based on their thoughts. EMG-based control of 
robots is another promising area of research. By measuring the electrical 
signals produced by muscles, researchers can extract the features of the 
signal and use them to control a robot [6]. This technology has appli-
cations in fields such as rehabilitation, in which patients can use their 
muscle signals to control robotic devices and improve their motor skills. 

In recent years, there have been remarkable developments in EEG- 
EMG-based BCI applications, such as brain-muscle-controlled wheel-
chairs and EEG-EMG-based auxiliary machines [7]. With advancements 
in artificial intelligence and biosignal classification and analysis 
methods, it is possible to develop more related applications that can help 
disabled people complete simple daily tasks [8]. For example, imple-
menting robot-assisted rehabilitation can serve as a pragmatic and 
effective solution for enhancing the well-being and overall quality of life 
of patients and families engaged with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [9]. In 
addition to helping disabled people, some BCI-related games can be 
developed as an exergame to increase people’s activity or enhance 
children’s brain imagination abilities [10]. 

1.2. Literature review 

1.2.1. Compare offline and online EEG classification methods 
In recent years, there has been a surge in interest in the development 

of offline EEG classification methods. For example, [11] tested the 
public dataset, BCI4–2a, to build an offline classification model. They 
used Joint Approximate Diagonalization (JAD) to extend the traditional 
Common Spatial Pattern (CSP) into a multiclass CSP. This method can 
reduce the uncertainties caused by artifacts. To avoid EEG information 
loss, they also proposed a self-regulated supervised Gaussian fuzzy 
adaptive system as a classifier. The learning rate can also be automati-
cally adjusted using a coefficient. [12] used offline methods to train a 
long short-term memory network (LSTM), Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN), and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and tested the 
model on the public dataset BCI competition4–2b. In addition, they 
collected their own data and increased the amount of training data using 
an augmentation method. When they controlled the robotic arm in real 
time, they set a threshold for the classifier that determined the final 
command based on the action probability. Although they can achieve 
real-time classification, their device transfer rate is not very high and 
they have a delay of 1.4–2.55 seconds, so their method cannot achieve 
efficient real-time control. 

Owing to the low signal-to-noise ratio of EEG signals, it is difficult to 
accurately recognize EEG signals, particularly for motor imagery. [13] 
presented a winning solution to the supervised motor imagery task in the 
BCI Controlled Robot contest in World Robot Contest 2021. The authors 
proposed a solution that included data augmentation, pre-processing, 
feature extraction, and model training. The model is based on EEGNet, 
which is a popular convolutional neural network model for classifying 
EEG data. Despite the lack of stability, this solution was the most suc-
cessful for this task. The channels closest to the vertex are the most 
helpful for feature extraction. The authors concluded that this solution is 
suitable for supervised motor imagery tasks not only in this competition, 

but also in future scenarios. 
Over the past few years, substantial progress has been made in the 

development of EEG-based online classification systems to construct 
real-time BCI control applications. EEG-based real-time control appli-
cations were developed in [14] and [15]. [14] used four channels and 
employed a combined CNN and LSTM as the classifier to classify two 
tasks, namely, motor imagery of making a fist and motor imagery of 
opening a fist. The acquisition time for each experiment was 3 s. They 
used a hard processor system that included efficient data processing 
hardware and memory. The transfer rate is high; therefore, their method 
can limit the delay time to within ten milliseconds. Thus, their systems 
can achieve efficient real-time classification. [15] constructed a signal 
processing model and CSP feature extraction model using the OpenViBE 
software. the spatially transformed signal energy was then calculated, 
and the average value of the signal was input into the LDA for classifi-
cation. They also used a Virtual Reality Peripheral Network (VRPN) that 
can efficiently transmit data and does not require extra support from 
other software. Compared with [16] and [17], the data transmission 
technique developed by [14] and [15] is more efficient. 

1.2.2. Real time multi-task classification models 
While the methods discussed above focus on EEG binary classifica-

tion, there has also been a growing number of studies focusing on 
multiclass tasks in real time. For example, [18] and [19] implemented 
three classes of motor imagery-based control methods. [18] used the 
Filter Bank Common Spatial Pattern (FBCSP) as the feature extraction 
method, mutual information-based best individual feature (MIBIF) as 
the feature selection method, and support vector machine (SVM) as the 
classifier to control the lower-limb exoskeleton. They achieved real-time 
control by performing classification every 0.5 seconds, and the data size 
for each classification was 2 s. Because motor imagery requires a certain 
amount of imaging time, this sliding-window-based segmentation 
method is more suitable for analyzing EEG signals. 

In addition to the above traditional classification models, the con-
volutional neural network can accurately extract more motor informa-
tion from EEG signals. [20] proposed a real-time decoding system for 
motor imagery movements based on a convolutional network. The EEG 
signals were first converted into spectrogram images using three sec-
ondary tables that captured the time-frequency features of the signals. 
Subsequently, they used a pre-trained GoogLeNet model to classify the 
spectrogram images into four motor imagery tasks: up, down, left, and 
right movements. The classified motor imagery tasks were then used to 
control the movement of the robot manipulator in real-time. Addition-
ally, [21] presented a novel sequential learning model based on Graph 
Neural Networks (GNN) for EEG-EMG-based stroke rehabilitation BCI. 
The model processes a sequence of graph-structured data derived from 
EEG and EMG signals, which capture both the motor intention and 
movement execution features of patients. The model divides the 
movement data into sub-actions and predicts them separately, gener-
ating sequential motor encoding that reflects the temporal dynamics of 
the movements. The model also uses time-based ensemble learning to 
improve the prediction accuracy and provide execution quality scores 
for each movement. 

1.2.3. Development of BCI real-time control applications 
The past few years have also produced a significant body of research 

on other real-time control applications. Some studies have highlighted 
the potential of BCIs in controlling robots and assistive devices. [22] 
presented a brain-computer interface (BCI) system that allows a human 
operator to control end effectors using only mental commands. The 
authors proposed a novel approach to BCI design by modeling BCIs as a 
communication system and deploying a human-implementable inter-
action algorithm for the non-invasive control of a high-complexity robot 
swarm. They demonstrated the feasibility of this approach through a 
large-scale user study, which involved a user test of a full BCI system on 
robot swarms and simulations. However, a single use of mental 
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commands may lead to the instability of the robotic system. Thus, [23] 
proposed a continuous shared control strategy that combines continuous 
BCI and autonomous navigation for mobile robot systems. This can 
improve the stability of the control systems. The weight of the shared 
control was designed to dynamically adjust the fusion of the continuous 
BCI control and autonomous navigation. The results of the online shared 
control experiments showed that all subjects could complete navigation 
tasks in an unknown corridor with continuous shared control. 

In addition, some researchers wanted to prevent subjects from 
issuing incorrect commands before controlling the robot. [24] investi-
gated the application of an error-related potential (ErrP)-based BCI 
paradigm to control robot movements with implicit commands. The 
authors proposed a novel robotic design for an ErrP-based BCI system 
that allows humans to continuously evaluate a robot’s intentions and 
intervene earlier, if necessary, before the robot commits an error. The 
high classification accuracy demonstrated that the proposed ErrP-based 
BCI system is feasible for human–robot intention communication before 
the robot commits an error. In addition, owing to the instability of EEG 
signals, [25] presented a novel BCI system for controlling an assistive 
robot with user eye artifacts. The authors considered eye artifacts that 
contaminate electroencephalogram (EEG) signals as a valuable source of 
information because of their high signal-to-noise ratio and intentional 
generation. The proposed methodology detects eye artifacts from EEG 
signals using characteristic shapes that occur during events. 

Some studies have focused on the application of BCI technologies to 
motor rehabilitation or assistance. Both [26] and [27] aimed to provide 
a natural and reliable method of interacting with an exoskeleton. [26] 
presented a novel multimodal human-machine interface system (mHMI) 
that uses EOG, EEG, and EMG signals to control a soft robot hand in real 
time, while [27] presented a real-time control system for a lower-limb 
exoskeleton that uses EEG and EMG signals. [26] showed the potential 
of BCI technology for motor rehabilitation therapies that use neural 
plasticity to restore motor function and improve the quality of life of 
stroke survivors. [27] developed a real-time control system that can 
initiate and differentiate movements of the right and left legs with a high 
degree of reliability. 

In addition, [28] proposed a dual-stage deep learning framework 
that can classify high-level motor imagery tasks related to natural hand 
grasp motions from EEG signals. The framework consists of two stages: 
feature extraction and classification. The feature extraction stage uses a 
CNN to extract spatial and temporal features from EEG signals, and an 
RNN to capture the sequential dynamics of motor imagery tasks. The 
classification stage uses an attention mechanism to weigh the impor-
tance of the different features. The framework also uses an EMG-based 
learning strategy that leverages the EMG signals of the healthy arm as 
a guidance signal during model training to improve the accuracy and 
reliability of EEG-based inference. 

Similarly, [29] presented a hybrid EEG-EMG-based BCI system for 
real-time robotic-arm control. The system uses non-invasive EEG and 
EMG biosensors to design a wireless hybrid BCI system that can detect 
the motor intention and wrist muscle movements of the healthy arm of 
subjects with above-hand amputees. The system can control the robotic 
arm within three Degrees of Freedom (DOF), which corresponds to the 
movement of the shoulder, elbow, and wrist joints. The system was 
experimentally tested on four subjects with upper limb amputees after a 
training period of one day and achieved an accuracy of 70–90%. 

1.3. Challenges and contributions 

Despite these research efforts, there is a dearth of studies aimed at 
achieving a high-performance BCI control system. While existing liter-
ature and studies have developed mechanisms to control robots using 
EEG signals, accurate and seamless classification and execution of 
multiple EEG commands are lacking. Many existing BCI control ap-
proaches can only recognize less than four BCI commands. In addition, 
most methods can be used only for offline control. Thus, these systems 

cannot be applied to any real environment. Additionally, when people 
perform brain tasks, there are energy changes; however, these changes 
are weak and difficult to detect. Performing brain tasks is a process that 
cannot be immediately completed. During this process, the brain states 
keep changing, and changes are gradually generated. For example, when 
a subject performs motor imagery tasks, the brain signals change from a 
resting state to a motor imagery state, and the energy in the related 
frequency bands decreases gradually. The control method proposed in 
most papers is direct control, which means that the result of each 
recognition is directly used as the final control command. However, in 
practical applications, the users may be affected by the external envi-
ronment. Thus, they may generate a control command unconsciously, 
which is not the desired result for the user. Therefore, using this control 
approach, the output commands do not follow the user’s expectations. 
As a result, detecting the signal state and predicting the current robotic 
action are difficult tasks. 

Therefore, a hybrid BCI real-time control system estimation tech-
nique was proposed in this study to address the problems discussed 
above. This study has three main motivations. First, we established a 
complete brain-controlled robot system that enables the robot to obtain 
real-time EEG commands and operate stably in unfamiliar environ-
ments. In addition, this system introduces actors and discriminators to 
make judgments on the current robot state based on the output com-
mands of the robot’s current and previous times, thereby optimizing the 
robot’s output actions to improve the robot’s lagging situation. Second, 
we embedded our proposed feature extraction and classification algo-
rithm into this real-time control system, enabling the robot to accurately 
recognize multiple biological signals, which significantly improves the 
real-time recognition accuracy and information transmission rate of the 
robot. Third, in this experiment, we combined three commonly used 
physiological signals: EEG, EMG, and EOG signals. Compared with using 
a single physiological signal, this combined approach helps improve the 
information transmission rate of the robot and makes its movements 
more flexible. The contributions of this study are twofold: 

Contribution 1: The hybrid BCI real-time control system developed in 
this study helps process multiple BCI commands in real time, promoting 
higher robotic precision and more reliable control. To implement a 
hybrid BCI real-time control system, two components were developed in 
this study. First, an EEG-based dynamic classification system was pro-
posed to address EEG multi-classification tasks. Second, a data trans-
mission system is proposed to achieve data communication. By applying 
the proposed control system, the BCI robot could be controlled using 
seven BCI commands in real time. The performance of the proposed 
control system is better than that of the state-of-the-art BCI systems. 

Contribution 2: The actor-critic based decision-making model pro-
posed in this study can learn the user’s control habits. The model con-
siders not only the current signal state but also the previous signal states. 
By continuing to learn the changes in the user’s brain states and corre-
sponding labels, the model can update the parameters and correct the 
final control command. By using the proposed method, unexpected ac-
tions caused by unconscious human brain activity can be avoided. It can 
also reduce the errors caused by external influences. Compared with 
traditional classifiers, the proposed method can better predict reason-
able robotic actions. 

This paper is organized into five sections. A literature review of EEG 
classification models and EEG-based control systems is provided in the 
introduction section. The challenges and contributions of this study are 
discussed in this section. The Methodology section presents an overview 
of the proposed hybrid BCI real-time control system. It introduces two 
subsystems, including a data transmission system and an EEG-based 
dynamic classification system. The Experiments and Results section 
presents an EEG-controlled robot built using the proposed hybrid BCI 
real-time control system. The EEG robot will be built using well-trained 
models and its performance will be tested in a real environment. 
Important performance indicators are recorded to evaluate the perfor-
mance and reliability of the robot. The benefits of the proposed decision- 
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making model, the different structures of the classification network, and 
the comparison of performance with other BCI models are explained in 
the discussion section. Finally, the conclusion section provides a 
conclusion regarding the materials covered in this study. Directions for 
further research are discussed. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Block diagram of system 

This section describes the proposed hybrid BCI real-time control 
system. In this study, we used a data transmission system and an EEG 
dynamic classification system to construct a hybrid BCI real-time control 
system that is used to control a BCI robot car. The block diagram of the 
system is shown in Fig. 1. The first step was to build a connection be-
tween the EEG acquisition device and the computer using a USB Blue-
tooth adapter. A computer requires device configuration that includes 
setting specific device ports and connection names. The data trans-
mission system then obtains the raw data from the computer through its 
I/O port. After processing the signals, the online data were sent to the 
EEG-based dynamic classification system to classify the commands. 
Subsequently, the output commands were sent to the BCI robot via 
WebSocket. Finally, the commands were executed by the BCI robot. 

2.2. Data transmission system 

A data transmission system was proposed to obtain EEG signals from 
the hardware and send the processed data to other software or external 
devices. The structure of the data-transmission system is shown in Fig. 2. 
It connects the EEG device according to the device port and connection 
name and obtains data via the Lab Streaming Layer (LSL). Subsequently, 
the online data were saved in the acquisition server. If other software or 
devices want to access data, they must send a request to the server. The 
online data are then processed and sent by the data processing and 
reception model. 

OpenViBE is free open-source software for real-time neuroscience. It 
can be used to acquire, filter, process, classify, and visualize brain sig-
nals in real-time. The package includes a designer tool to create and run 
custom applications, along with several preconfigured and demo pro-
grams that are ready for use. A few functional boxes were designed. The 
EEG data processing and reception models are shown in Fig. 3. An 
acquisition client box was used to receive EEG data. A channel selector 
box was used to select effective channels. Bandpass and band stop boxes 
were used to filter EEG signals. The GDF file-writer box was used to save 
the EEG signals in the GDF format. 

A Lua stimulator box was used to guide the subjects to take corre-
sponding actions. There were 11 stimulation labels: 1) left-hand motor 
imagery, 2) right-hand motor imagery, 3) eyeball move to the left, 4) 

eyeball moves to the right, 5) eyeball moves down, 6) bite teeth, 7) 
experiment start, 8) experiment end, 9) break, 10) prepare to perform 
the task, and 11) start a trial. The number and time of the task prompt 
labels were preset. All the prompt labels were randomly presented. The 
subjects performed the corresponding tasks according to prompts. 

In this system, the lab streaming layer and OpenViBE acquisition 
server are connected to ensure the acquisition of high-quality signals in 
the signal-detection scene. The lab streaming layer is a system for the 
unified collection of time series measurements in research experiments. 
It handles networking, time synchronization, and real-time access, as 
well as centralized collection, viewing, and disk recording of the data. 
After the signal was processed by the OpenViBE designer, the data were 
exported by the LSL data export box. 

The EEG device transmitted the collected EEG data to a laptop 
through a Bluetooth adapter. First, it matches the device port and name 
on the laptop and creates a lab-streaming layer. The EEG data were sent 
to the OpenViBE software through the lab streaming layer. OpenViBE 
received data through an acquisition server. Subsequently, the data 
processing and reception model was established in OpenViBE designer, 
including the data visualization module and MATLAB connection 
module. The visualization module can directly plot the EEG signals in 
real time. The MATLAB connection module was used to send the pro-
cessed data to the MATLAB software. An EEG-based dynamic classifi-
cation system was established in MATLAB to analyze and classify EEG 
signals. 

2.3. EEG based dynamic classification system 

The EEG-based dynamic classification system is the main component 
of the hybrid BCI control system, as shown in Fig. 4. EEG data were 
obtained from the data transmission system. The proposed classification 
system was used to classify BCI commands, which were subsequently 
used to control the BCI robot. The proposed system recognizes seven 
different commands. The system includes five models: pre-processing, 
denoising, EEG state recognition, motor imagery classification, and 
eyeball movement classification models. In Fig. 4, when the EEG signal 
arrives, it is pre-processed and denoised by the pre-processing and 
denoising models. Some noise and high-frequency components were 
removed by these two models. The processed signal is then input into the 
EEG state recognition model to calculate the probabilities of motor 
imagery, eyeball movement, EMG, and rest state signals, which are 
further used to determine the robotic action states. Subsequently, an 
actor-critic-based decision-making model is developed to integrate all 
the probabilities of the commands and determine the exact signal state. 
Eventually, if the signal state is motor imagery, the motor imagery 
classification model is used to classify the signal to obtain the final 
commands. If the signal state is an eyeball movement, the eyeball 
movement classification model is used to classify the signal and obtain 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of hybrid BCI real time control system.  
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the final commands. If the signal state is EMG, it is directly used to 
control the robot. Otherwise, if the signal is in the resting state, the robot 
will do nothing. 

2.4. Pre-processing and denoising model 

In the pre-processing model, the raw EEG data are filtered by a 
1–40 Hz bandpass filter because the main features of EEG exist in this 
frequency band. This can also remove high-frequency noise, such as 
50 Hz or 60 Hz linear noise. The second step is to re-reference the raw 

EEG data minus the mean value of all channels. The function of this step 
is to correct the reference electrode to a value close to zero. Finally, bad 
signal segments were removed. The signal energy fluctuates signifi-
cantly because the equipment may be affected by noise. We defined such 
data as low-quality data and removed these data by setting the energy 
threshold. The output of this model is a pre-processed EEG signal. 

The pre-processed signal was input into the denoising model for 
noise removal. EEG signals can be easily affected by unexpected noises, 
such as eye blinking and heartbeat. These noisy signals may generate 
higher energies than the original EEG signal. This artifact may affect the 
performance of the EEG signal classification. Thus, we constructed an 
automatic denoising method to remove noise from pre-processed EEG 
signals. Details can be found in [30]. 

2.4.1. EEG state recognition model 

2.4.1.1. Overview of model. The denoised signal is input into the EEG 
state recognition model, which can identify four signal states: i) rest, ii) 
EMG, iii) motor imagery, and iv) eyeball movement. The block diagram 
of this model is shown in Fig. 5. A hybrid long short-term memory 
convolutional neural network was introduced to extract the time- 
domain features of EEG signals and classify the signals along the time 
sequence. Suppose that the output of the EEG state-recognition model is 
the probability of each type of signal. Subsequently, these probabilities 
were used to determine the robotic actions. 

2.4.1.2. Structure of network. The network structure and parameters are 
shown in Fig. 6 and Table 1, respectively. First, the signal is input into 
the network and the input signal is converted into an image through the 
folding sequence layer. Through three sets of convolution and pooling 
operations, temporal features were extracted from the signal, and the 
features were compressed. Subsequently, the acquired feature maps are 
rearranged into time sequences through the sequence unfolding layer. 
The output of this layer can be regarded as the features extracted from 
the EEG signals of each period and then rearranged according to the time 
sequence. Finally, the extracted compressed feature signal is input into 
the LSTM layer to calculate the signal state probabilities. 

2.4.2. Actor-critic based decision making model 

2.4.2.1. Overview of model. A block diagram of the decision-making 
model is shown in Fig. 7. The purpose of this model is to predict the 
states based on previous recognition probabilities. Recognition proba-
bilities were input into the two models. The first is to make a decision 
based on maximum probability. The second method is to use an actor 

Fig. 2. Structure of data transmission system.  

Fig. 3. EEG data processing and reception model in OpenViBE.  
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network to predict the desired action. The critic network is used to 
evaluate whether the output from the actor network is good, responding 
to EEG recognition probabilities. Thus, a critic network can be used to 
evaluate the outputs of the two models. Finally, the action with the 
highest score was used as the final action. 

2.4.2.2. Structure of actor and critic networks. The structure of the actor 
network is illustrated in Fig. 8. The input is the probability of the current 
signal state and past signal states. The output was the predicted action. 
There are three hidden layers in the network. After each fully connected 
layer, a ReLU layer was used as the activation function. 

The structure of the critic network is shown in Fig. 9. It has two in-
puts. The first input is the probability of combining the current and past 
signal states. The number of states depends on the data transmission 
rate. The second input is the prediction action. The relation features 
among the probabilities were learned by the fully connected layer. The 

extracted features are then combined with the predicted action. Two 
additional fully connected layers were used to extract further features 
among the probabilities and action. Finally, an evaluation score is 
output. 

2.4.2.3. Training actor and critic networks. The structures of the two 
networks need not be complicated. The key is to design the loss func-
tions. The training process is illustrated in Fig. 10. For the critic network, 
our purpose was to judge whether the output of the actor was good. 
Therefore, we used the mean square error as the loss function. We input 
signal state probabilities P_s and correct actions a_g into the critic 
network to calculate the score and then calculate the mean square error 
between the score and 1. Then, we input the signal state probabilities P_s 
and random actions a_b into the critic network to calculate the score and 
then calculate the mean square error between the score and 0. 

For the actor network, our goal was to predict the current action 

Fig. 4. Structure of EEG-based dynamic classification system.  

Fig. 5. Block diagram of EEG state recognition model.  
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based on the previous and current signal states. Thus, there are two 
conditions for training the actor network. First, the predicted action 
should be close to the ideal action; therefore, we use cross-entropy as the 
first loss term. Second, the output actions continue to be inputted into 
the critic network to obtain a score. For the actor network, it is expected 

Fig. 6. Hybrid long short-term memory convolutional network (LSTM-CNN) structure used in EEG state recognition model.  

Table 1 
Long short term memory convolutional network parameters (The first column 
shows the layer names. In the second column, it shows the filter window size. 
The values in parentheses represent the filter’s length and width respectively. 
The third column shows the moving steps of the filter window. These two pa-
rameters represent the number of steps the filter takes to move along the length 
direction of the image and the number of steps it takes to move along the width 
direction of the image, respectively. The forth column shows the filter numbers 
in the convolution layers. If the layer is a pooling layer, there is no need to set the 
filter number. In layers D1 and E1, the filter number represents the number of 
neurons used in each layer. D2 is a Dropout layer, thus ‘0.3 dropout’ means there 
are 30% neurons do not participate in subsequent calculations).  

Layer Filter size Stride Filter number 

A1 [3,10] [1,1] 32 
A2 [2,5] [2,5] - 
B1 [2,5] [1,1] 64 
B2 [2,4] [2,4] - 
C1 [2,3] [1,1] 128 
C2 [2,3] [2,3] - 
D1 - - 100 
D2 - - 0.3 dropped 
E1 - - 4  

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the decision making model.  

Fig. 8. Structure of actor network.  
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that the predicted action is a good action. Thus, the score should be close 
to one. We calculated the mean square error between the output of the 
critic network and 1. These two loss terms were added together as a loss 
function of the actor network. 

LA = −
1
Nm

∑Nm

n=1
A(Psn)log(Ysn)+ (1 − A(Psn))log(1 − Ysn))

+
1
Nm

∑Nm

n=1
(1 − C(Psn,A(Psn)))

2

(1)  

LC =
1
Nm

∑Nm

n=1

(
1 − C

(
Psn, ag

) )2
+

1
Nm

∑Nm

n=1
(0 − C(Psn, ab))

2 (2)  

where Nm is batch size; Psn is the nth EEG signal state probability vector; 
Ysn is the nth EEG signal action label; ag is correct predicted action; ab is 
incorrect predicted action; LA is the loss of the actor; LC is the loss of the 
critic; A(Psn) is the output of the actor when inputting the EEG signal 
state probability vector. C

(
Psn, ag

)
is the output of the critic when the 

first input is the EEG signal state probability vector and the second input 
is the correct predicted action. The network is trained using the ADAM 
updating method. After training, the critic network can recognize good 
and bad actions. The actor network can predict actions. 

2.4.3. EEG task classification model 

2.4.3.1. Overview of model. Two classification models were used to 
classify the specific tasks. The first model was used to classify motor 
imagery tasks. The second model was used to classify eyeball movement 
tasks. A block diagram of the classification model is shown in Fig. 11. In 
this model, the task-state EEG data were first filtered using multiple sets 
of band-pass filters. In the previous section, we determined the exact 
signal state. If the signal state is motor imagery, we need to stack all of 
the frequency-filtered sub-signals to obtain the combined frequency- 
filtered signals that are used as the target subject EEG data. For 
example, the size of each filtered subsignal is 4×1000, and we have eight 
sets of bandpass filters. After we stack the signals, we obtain a signal 
with a size of 32×1000. If the signal state is an eyeball movement, the 
frequency-filtered subsignals are directly used as the target subject EEG 
data. Then, the auto-selected regularized common spatial pattern algo-
rithm is applied to the target EEG data and other subjects’ EEG data to 
obtain spatially transformed data (this algorithm is introduced in 
2.3.4.2). Subsequently, if the signal state is motor imagery, mutual 
information-based best individual feature selection is applied to select 
the most effective spatial features (this algorithm is introduced in Sec-
tion 2.3.4.3). Otherwise, if the task is eyeball movement, variance- 
difference-based best individual feature selection is applied, and the 
obtained spatial vectors are stacked along the channel dimension. 
Eventually, the spatial features were input into a convolutional neural 
network to classify the final task category. 

2.4.3.2. Auto-selected regularized common spatial pattern. Consider Sc is 
the pre-processed target EEG data and Ŝc is the EEG data of other sub-
jects, we can calculate Rc that is the covariance of Sc and R̂c that is the 
covariance of Ŝc : 

Fig. 9. Structure of critic network (Fully connect layer (70 neurons) means that 
70 neurons are placed in this layer and connect each neuron to all neurons in 
the previous layer separately. The ReLU layer is an activation layer. When the 
input is less than 0, the output of that layer is 0. When the input is greater than 
or equal to 0, the output of the layer is the original input value. The function of 
the concatenation layer is to merge all neurons from both layers. For example, if 
the first target layer has 70 neurons and the second target layer has only 1 
neuron, then the merged layer has a combined total of 71 neurons). 

Fig. 10. The process of training the actor network and critic network.  
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Rc =
∑Ne

n=1

ScnScnT

trace(ScnScnT)
(3)  

R̂c =
∑N̂e

n̂=1

Ŝc n̂ Ŝc n̂
T

trace(Ŝcn̂ Ŝcn̂
T
)

(4)  

where trace(•) is the sum of elements on the diagonal of the matrix; Ne is 
the number of class of Sc; N̂e is the number of class of Ŝc . Then, we can 
obtain Jc, which is the regularized covariance matrix, and Σ(βc, γc), 
which is the mixed covariance matrix, by using the regularization pa-
rameters βc and γc. We have: 

Jc(βc) =
(1 − βc) • Rc + βc • R̂c
(1 − βc) • Nt + βc • N̂t

(5)  

Σc(βc, γc) = (1 − γc) • Jc(βc)+
γc
Nc
trace[Jc(βc)] • I (6)  

where Nc is the total number of channels, βc controls the variance of the 
estimated covariance, and γc is the second regularized parameter that 
can reduce large eigenvalues and increase small eigenvalues. Then, 
decompose the mixed covariance matrix and obtain the eigenvalue λc 
and eigenvector Uc. Sort eigenvalue Uc in descending order and obtain 
the whiting matrix Pw. 

UcλcUcT = Σc = Σc1 +Σc2 (7)  

Pw =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

λc − 1
√

UcT (8)  

where Σc1 is the mixed covariance matrix of the first-class data; Σc2 is 
the mixed covariance matrix of the second-class data. Apply Pw to the 
mixed matrix of the two classes to obtain the whiten matrix of the first- 
class data Sw1 and the whiten matrix of the second-class data Sw2. After 

that, continue to decompose one of the class matrixes Sw1 to obtain the 
eigenvalues λB and eigenvectors Ub. 

Sw1 = PwΣc1PwT (9)  

Sw2 = PwΣc2PwT (10)  

UbλBUbT = Sw1 (11) 

Eventually, we can obtain the spatial filter Wc. 

Wc = UbTPw (12)  

2.4.3.3. Feature selection. Subsequently, we used the feature matrix and 
mutual information-based regularization parameter selection method 
[31] to select the regularization parameters and recalculate the final 
spatial filter. We applied the spatial filter corresponding to these two 
parameters to the pre-processed signal and obtained the spatially 
filtered data Zc. 

Zc = WcSc (13) 

The filter is applied to the pre-processed signal to obtain the variance 
feature matrix of the first class Xc1 and the variance feature matrix of the 
second class Xc2. 

Xc1 = var(WcSc1) (14)  

Xc2 = var(WcSc2) (15)  

where var() is a function for calculating the variance. We can then obtain 
the variance difference Dv. If the variance-based best individual feature 
selection method is used, the channel data from the spatially filtered 
data Zc with the largest variance difference are used as the final classi-
fication spatial feature. The corresponding labels were defined for the 
two types of variance features. The feature vector is Xc and the label 

Fig. 11. Block diagram of EEG task classification model.  
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vector is Yc. The information entropies HI(Xc) and HI(Yc) can be calcu-
lated. HI(Xc) is the information entropy of the feature vectors Xc, and 
HI(Yc) is the information entropy of the label vector Yc. Then, the joint 
probability density function is used to calculate their mutual informa-
tion MI(Xc,Yc). 

HI(Xc) = −
∑

x∈Xc

P(x)log2P(x) (16)  

HI(Yc) = −
∑

y∈Yc

P(y)log2P(y) (17)  

MI(Xc,Yc) =
2
∑

y∈Yc

∑

x∈Xc
P(x, y)log( P(x,y)

P(x)P(y))

HI(Xc) + HI(Yc)
(18)  

where P(x) is the probability of x, P(y) is the probability of y, and P(x, y)
is the joint probability of x and y. If the mutual-information-based best 
individual feature selection method is used, the channel data from the 
spatially filtered data Zc with the largest mutual information is used as 
the final classification spatial feature. 

2.4.3.4. Structure of classifier. Finally, a convolutional neural network 
(CNN) is introduced to classify EEG features. The structure and param-
eters are presented in Fig. 12 and Table 2, respectively. 

3. Experiments and results 

3.1. Introduction to hardware 

3.1.1. EEG acquisition device 
Unicorn Hybrid Black is a consumer-grade bio-signal amplifier kit (as 

shown in Fig. 13). The device can obtain EEG recordings using Blue-
tooth. It is a dry device (which does not need a bio-gel) that contains 
eight DC-coupled analog input channels with a 24 Bit resolution. The 
sample rate was 250 Hz. The EEG electrodes of this device have the 
advantage of fast and easy preparation with high-quality EEG signals 
[32]. 

3.1.2. BCI robot 
The robot used in this experiment is illustrated in Fig. 14. The body 

and arm of the robot are made of acrylic sheets. There are eight engines 

Fig. 12. Convolutional neural network structure used as classifier.  

Table 2 
Convolutional neural network parameters.  

Layer Filter size Stride Filter number 
A1 Convolution [1,10] [1,1] 32 
A1 Max Pooling [1,4] [1,4] - 
B1 Convolution [1,8] [1,1] 32 
B1 Max Pooling [1,3] [1,3] - 
B2 Convolution [1,1] [1,1] 64 
B3 Convolution [1,1] [1,3] 64 
C1 Convolution [1,5] [1,1] 64 
C1 Max Pooling [1,2] [1,2] - 
C2 Convolution [1,1] [1,1] 128 
C3 Convolution [1,1] [1,2] 128 
D1 Convolution [1,3] [1,1] 128 
D1 Max Pooling [1,2] [1,2] - 
D2 Convolution [1,1] [1,1] 256 
D3 Convolution [1,1] [1,2] 256 
E1 Convolution [1,2] [1,1] 256 
E1 Max Pooling [1,2] [1,2] - 
E2 Convolution [1,1] [1,1] 512 
E3 Convolution [1,1] [1,2] 512 
F1 Convolution [1,2] [1,1] 1024 
G1 Average Pooling [1,3] [1,3] -  
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in which four engines are used to drive the four wheels and another four 
engines are used to extend the arm, retract the arm, control the direc-
tion, and control the grasp or release action. The CUP of the robot is 
Raspberry Pi 4, which is a single-board computer, and its operating 
system is Linux. The expanding board is PCA9685, which is a PWM/ 
servo driver used to control the eight engines. Inside this robot, a non- 
blocking I/O model was built to process the received commands and 
control the driver. The robot can communicate with other devices or 
software through WebSocket. 

3.2. Experiment preparation 

3.2.1. Data collection 
We collected EEG data using a Unicorn Hybrid Black EEG acquisition 

device. This experiment was approved by the University of Technology 
Sydney (UTS). The ethics approval number was ETH22–7056. 

The subjects performed the corresponding tasks according to screen 
prompts. The timing schemes of the paradigms are shown in Figs. 15 and 
16. The first 15 s was the beginning of the experiment, and the screen 
prompted the start of the experiment. After that, there was a one-second 
cue time before the start of the new trial. When the trial started, the 
screen prompted the participants to prepare for the brain tasks. The 
subject had 2 seconds to prepare. The screen then shows a specific task. 
The subjects had 4 seconds to perform the task. Finally, the subject had 
2 seconds break time. The experiment consisted of two motor imagery 
tasks, three eyeball movement tasks, and one EMG task, namely imag-
inary left-hand movement, imaginary right-hand movement, eyeball 
move to the left, eyeball move to the right, eyeball move down, and bite 
teeth. One trial of the experiment contained 9 s of data collection. Each 
experiment consisted of 50 trials for each motor imagery task and 30 
trials for the EMG or eyeball movement task. There were 220 trials for 
each experiment. Each participant completed four experiments. Thus, 
there were 880 trials for each subject. 

Because the motor imagery task is abstract and difficult to complete, 
we let the subjects imagine several movements to stimulate their 
imagination ability. Two cups were placed on a table. At the beginning 
of the experiment, the subjects placed their hands naturally on their legs. 
When the screen prompted imaginary left or right movements, the 
subjects first imagined lifting the hand, then holding the cup, and finally 
placing the cup on the leg. 

3.2.2. Online data segmentation strategy 
Performing brain tasks requires a certain amount of time. During the 

execution of these brain tasks, the brain transitions from one state to 
another. The recognition model calculates the probability for each sec-
ond. The decision-making model can predict the final action based on 
the current and past few-state probabilities. EEG signals at successive 
times were correlated. Therefore, when we trained these two models, we 
could not only obtain the data of the time when the subjects were per-
forming the task. We should also consider the data every second and use 
continuous probabilities to train the model. 

We defined a window of size 1000. where each entry contains data 
records for a period of 4 s. A window was set up at the beginning of the 
filtered signal. The window slides every second along the time sequence 
of the collected EEG signals. Every second, the window can extract 8 ×
1000 data records. During data collection, when a prompted task 
appeared on the screen, the subject began to perform the task for 4 s. 
Thus, every time a motor event occurred, the effective time of the task 
was 4 seconds after the event marker. The data during this 4 second 
period are relevant. 

As the window moved along the time sequence, it overlapped seven 

Fig. 13. Unicorn Hybrid Black EEG acquisition device.  

Fig. 14. Raspberry Pi 4 robot.  

Fig. 15. Timing scheme of the paradigm for one trial.  
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times with the effective data in each trial. The maximum overlap time 
was 4 s. If the window overlapped with the relevant data for 3 s or more, 
this window data was used as one epoch of the task state data. Other-
wise, if the window overlapped with the relevant data for less than 3 s, 
this window data was used as one epoch of the rest state data. Thus, in 
each trial, we extracted three task-state training data records and four 
rest-state training data records. In addition, if the window does not 
overlap with the relevant data, the data of this window are the pure rest 
data. Thus, for each subject, there were 2640 trials of task state data 
(880 data points × 3 windows) when using this epoch extraction strat-
egy. For each subject, there were 3520 trials of resting-state data (880 
data × 4 windows) using this strategy. 

3.2.3. Train and test the classifier 
By employing an online data segmentation strategy, we obtained 

specific quantities of different types of task state data. This included 400 
groups of motor imagery data, 360 groups of eyeball movement data, 
and 120 groups of EMG data. Each group of task state data consists of 
three windows, whereas each group of resting-state data consists of four 
windows. 

For training and evaluation purposes, we employed a ten-fold cross- 
validation method to ensure the robustness of our results. During each 
training step, we used specific quantities of data for the training set. This 
included 1080 motor imagery data (360 data × 3 windows), 972 eyeball 
movement data (324 data × 3 windows), 324 EMG data (108 data × 3 
windows), and 3168 rest data (792 data × 4 windows). In addition, we 
employed 120 motor imagery data (40 data × 3 windows), 108 eyeball 
movement data (36 data × 3 windows), 36 EMG data (12 data × 3 
windows), and 352 rest data (88 data × 4 windows) for the testing sets. 
The initial learning rate was set at 0.01 and the mini-batch size was 64. 
The network is trained using the ADAM updating method. 

3.2.4. Commands design 
As shown in Table 3, several control commands were assigned in the 

experiment, and each command corresponded to a specific action. 
Because of the long reaction time of motor imagery, such signals are not 
suitable for commands such as go forward and stop, which require a fast 
response. In the experiments, arm-related control commands did not 
require a fast response. Thus, left-hand imagery movement was used to 
control the arm in the switch direction. The right hand imagery move-
ment was used to control the forward movement of the arm. During the 
control process, the most important command is stopped because it 
needs to be used at any time to terminate the execution of the action. The 

reaction time of the stop command must be very short, and the machine 
should be able to recognize this command at any time. From the results 
of the model construction, the EMG signal can provide feedback 
immediately and accurately. Therefore, the EMG signal generated by the 
biting of teeth was used as the stop command. Eyeball movement clas-
sification is easier to perform than motor imagery. Thus, leftward and 
rightward eyeball movements are used to control the robot to turn left 
and right, respectively. The downward eye movement was used to 
control the forward movement of the machine. 

3.2.5. Robotic models connection and data transmission protocol 
The hybrid BCI real-time control system comprises three parts: a data 

transmission system, an EEG-based dynamic classification system, and a 
real-time BCI robot. The data transmission system includes a lab 
streaming layer, a data acquisition server, and a data processing and 
reception model. The EEG-based dynamic classification system includes 
a pre-processing model, denoising model, EEG state recognition model, 
actor-critic-based decision-making model, and EEG multitask classifi-
cation model. The corresponding equipment and environment of the 
proposed system are shown in Fig. 17. 

In the data classification system, we used training data with a length 
of 1000 points. The collection device operated at a sampling frequency 
of 250 Hz, resulting in the collection of 250 data points per second. A 
data transmission diagram is shown in Fig. 18. When transferring the 
data, we extracted the first four seconds of data from the current time 
point and input it into the classification system to obtain commands. The 
data recognition time was set to one second, meaning that the extracted 
four seconds of data were classified per second. Real-time data are 
transmitted through the Bluetooth transmitter to the central processing 
unit (CPU) and then to the EEG-based dynamic classification system via 
the data transmission system. Finally, the commands generated by the 
classification system were sent to the robot through WebSocket. 

When the robot executes commands, the command execution time 
must exceed one second. Thus, there may be a situation where the robot 
does not complete the current command and the system gives one or 
more different commands in the meantime. When this situation occurs, 
the robot must execute the previous command before executing the next 
command. However, if a different command is received as a stop com-
mand, it will execute the stop command immediately. 

3.3. Experiment setup 

3.3.1. Experiment A: EEG state recognition and decision-making model 
performance evaluation 

The EEG state recognition and decision-making models were used to 
determine the signal state in the proposed EEG-based dynamic classifi-
cation system. These two models aim to calculate the probabilities of the 
four EEG signals and predict the final action based on state probability 
changes at different times. Therefore, these two models require 
continuous data. The four EEG signals are i) rest state EEG signals, ii) 
motor imagery EEG signals, iii) eyeball movement EEG signals, and iv) 
EMG signals. 

Using the online epoch extraction strategy, we obtained 400 trials of 

Fig. 16. Timing scheme of the paradigm for one experiment.  

Table 3 
Control commands corresponding to actions.  

Action Commands 

Biting teeth Stop 
Left hand motor imagery Switch direction of arm 
Right hand motor imagery Arm move forward 
Leftward eyeball movement Turn left 
Rightward eyeball movement Turn right 
Downward eyeball movement Go forward  
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motor imagery data, 360 trials of eyeball movement data, 120 trials of 
biting teeth data, and 880 trials of rest state data. Each trial of the task 
data contained seven segments of data. Segmented data were used to 
train and test the model. When we tested the model, we input seven 
segmented data into the model. The model will output seven probability 
vectors. For each vector, the output with the highest probability is used 
as the recognized label. Thus, the model generates seven recognized 
labels. If one or more recognition outputs are the correct label and the 
other outputs are the rest state labels, then the output of this trial is 
judged to be the correct output. Otherwise, if the output has two or more 
different labels or the output category is inconsistent with the target 
category, the output of this trial is judged to be misclassified. 

After training the recognition model, we used the model to calculate 

the probabilities of the four EEG signals. We then input the current state 
probability vector and the three most recent state probability vectors 
into the actor-critic-based decision-making model to predict the final 
action. We also used traditional methods to predict the action and 
compared their recognition performance. Table 4 presents the results. 

From the results, these four signals were easy to distinguish because 
the time and spatial domain features of these three signals were distinct. 
They achieved an accuracy of > 80%. The models with the best per-
formance were the EEG state recognition model and a combination of 
the recognition and decision-making models. The decision-making 
model can help the model avoid errors because it considers not only 
the current signal state probability but also the past signal state proba-
bilities. Thus, the performance of the decision-making model is better 

Fig. 17. The equipment and environment for the hybrid BCI real time control system.  

Fig. 18. data transmission diagram.  
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than that of the recognition model. Finally, we used the best model for 
the real-time control experiments. 

3.3.2. Experiment B: offline robotic performance evaluation 
Online segmented data were used to train and build a hybrid BCI 

real-time control system. There are six control commands and one rest 
command, which are explained in the command design section. As in the 
data collection steps, command prompts were randomly generated on 
the screen. According to the instructions that they were given, subjects 
had to perform the corresponding actions of the commands within 4 s. 
There was a 2-second preparation time before the prompt occurred. 
Each command appeared randomly 50 times, for a total of 300 actions. 
After that, the data of the previous 4 s were taken every second and 
input into the hybrid EEG real-time control system. The system outputs 
classification results. The data length was 1815 s, including 15 s of 
system initialization time. During the 4 s of action execution, if one or 
more command outputs are the real label command and the other out-
puts are the rest state label, then the command is judged to be the correct 
output. If the output has two or more different commands or the output 
category is inconsistent with the target category for these four seconds, 
then the command is judged to be misclassified. This is how the control 
accuracy of the EEG real-time control system is evaluated. Table 5 lists 
the real-time classification accuracies for each command. 

The results show that for offline testing, the recognition accuracy of 
the stop command can reach 100%. The classifications of turning left, 
turning right, and going forward commands are more accurate than arm- 
related commands controlled by motor imagery. Motor imagery depends 
on the imagined abilities of the different subjects. Subjects with better 
imagined abilities may be more likely to perform motor imagery. The 

overall recognition accuracy exceeded 85%. Therefore, the classification 
accuracy of this system is sufficient, and it can be used for real-time 
control experiments. 

3.3.3. Experiment C: Online robotic performance evaluation 
The actual environment used to test the robot is shown in Fig. 19. 

First, we set the starting and destination points. We then placed obsta-
cles between the two points and placed a target object at the destination. 
The subjects were required to control the robot car from the starting 
point while avoiding obstacles and reaching the destination. During this 
process, there were target objects on the road. The subjects were 
required to control the robot arm to push the target objects down. 

In this process, we recorded the time spent by the robot car to reach 
its destination from the starting point. At the same time, we also 
recorded the driving path and the moving distance of the car. Before the 
experiment, we used a remote controller to control the car to perform 
the above tasks and recorded the time, route, and driving distance. 
These were used as references to evaluate the reliability of EEG real-time 
control systems. The subject was required to control the robot by 
following the reference route. Using a remote controller, we used a 
keyboard to manually control the robot and execute one command every 
three seconds. Table 6 presents the online testing performance of the 
control system. 

Table 4 
Evaluation of the performance of EEG state recognition model and decision-making model.    

Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) 

Traditional Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN) 

EEG state recognition 
model 

EEG state recognition model + Actor-critic based 
decision making model 

Subject 
A 

Accuracy 
(%) 

87.22 92.05 94.49 96.59 

kappa 0.8059 0.8787 0.9159 0.9479 
Se 0.0250 0.0261 0.0268 0.0272 

Subject 
B 

Accuracy 
(%) 

83.58 91.14 92.61 94.26 

kappa 0.7507 0.8646 0.8872 0.9125 
Se 0.0240 0.0259 0.0262 0.0267 

Subject 
C 

Accuracy 
(%) 

84.38 90.74 92.22 94.03 

kappa 0.7628 0.8585 0.8807 0.9087 
Se 0.0242 0.0257 0.0261 0.0266 

Subject 
D 

Accuracy 
(%) 

88.32 92.16 93.87 96.43 

kappa 0.8143 0.8793 0.9038 0.9437 
Se 0.0247 0.0263 0.0263 0.0269 

Subject 
E 

Accuracy 
(%) 

85.48 91.84 93.12 95.41 

kappa 0.7785 0.8681 0.9015 0.9318 
Se 0.0242 0.0261 0.0265 0.0267 

Mean Accuracy 
(%) 

85.80 91.59 93.26 95.34 

kappa 0.7824 0.8698 0.8978 0.9289 
Se 0.0244 0.0260 0.0264 0.0268  

Table 5 
Offline testing performance of real time control system.  

Correct /total number Backward 
/stop 

Turn left Turn right Go forward Arm direction switch Arm move forward Sum 

Subject A 50/50 46/50 47/50 49/50 43/50 42/50 277/300 
Subject B 50/50 44/50 45/50 48/50 36/50 34/50 257/300 
Subject C 50/50 43/50 39/50 41/50 29/50 31/50 233/300 
Subject D 50/50 47/50 47/50 48/50 44/50 41/50 277/300 
Subject E 50/50 45/50 46/50 47/50 39/50 37/50 264/300 
Mean correct number 50.0/50 45.0/50 44.8/50 46.6/50 38.2/50 37.0/50 261.6/300  
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4. Discussion 

4.1. The benefits of combining EEG recognition and actor-critic based 
decision-making model 

LSTM-CNN is a hybrid network that combines CNN and LSTM. A 
CNN can extract time-domain features of the signal and compress the 
features. EEG signals have multiple channels; therefore, they can be 
considered high-dimensional signals. Compared to other classifiers, 
LSTM-CNN is more suitable for extracting features along the time 
sequence of high-dimensional data. 

The signal was input to the recognition model every second, and the 
length of each input signal was fixed. When the user performs a brain 
task, especially a motor imagery task, the task cannot be completed 
instantaneously. The task execution process required a certain amount 
of time. Thus, we assumed that the output of our recognition model was 
accurate and that the probability of the output represented the degree to 
which the subject completed the task. 

For example, a motor imagery task requires 4 s to complete. We input 
the 4 s signal into the recognition model every second. We then obtain 
four probabilities for the signal states. Initially, if the user does nothing, 
then the probability of the rest is 100%, and the probability of motor 
imagery is 0. When the user performs the action for 2 s, the 2 seconds 
rest state signal and the 2 seconds motor imagery signal are input into 
the recognition model. Thus, the probability of motor imagery should be 
approximately 50%, and the rest state probability should also be 
approximately 50%. When the user performs the motor imagery action 
for 4 s, the entire task interval signal is completely inputted into the 
model. In this case, the probability of motor imagery should be 100%, 
and the remaining state probability should also be 0. Therefore, when 
the user performs a task, the output probability of the task state should 
increase from 0% to 100%, and then return to 0 when the task is 
completed. The output rest state probability should decrease from 100% 
to 0 and then increase to 100%. This is an ideal probability changing 
process. However, we could not ensure that the trained recognition 
model was perfect. Therefore, in practical applications, the output 
cannot reach the ideal state, as mentioned above. Therefore, the desired 
probability cannot be outputted every time. This means that there are 
some errors if we consider only the current probability output from the 
recognition model. Thus, the purpose of the proposed decision-making 
model is to learn the probability-change process. It extracts the rela-
tionship between the probabilities at different times. 

Two networks are used to predict the action. First, the tasks were 
performed gradually, and the signal input into the model at each time 
overlapped with the signal at the previous time. In other words, they 
shared their own information. Thus, the current signal state is related to 
past signal states. Consequently, the input of the first network is the state 
probability vector that contains both the current state probability and 
past state probabilities. The purpose of this network is to learn the re-
lations between the signal state probabilities. Based on this relationship, 

Fig. 19. The actual environment used to test the robot.  

Table 6 
Online testing performance of real time control system.  

Subject Spending time 
(s) 

Running distance 
(m) 

Target object 
(5) 
push down 

Subject A 181.80 6.42  5 
Subject B 260.26 6.71  5 
Subject C 266.23 6.73  4 
Subject D 200.85 6.63  5 
Subject E 220.80 6.43  4 
Mean 225.99±36.76 6.58±0.15  4.6 
Reference (remote 

controller) 
171.20 5.93  5  
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the correct ideal current action can be predicted. 
However, action probability is a discrete variable; therefore, we do 

not know whether the predicted probability is good. Thus, we created 
another network that evaluates whether the action predicted by the 
actor network is close to the ideal action. Its inputs are the current and 
previous state probabilities, and the current predicting action. The 
output is the evaluation score of this action, where 0 indicates bad and 1 
indicates good. Initially, we trained the critic network so that the 
network could judge whether the action was good or not. Subsequently, 
we trained both networks simultaneously to reach an equilibrium state. 
Finally, the actor has the ability to output an ideal action based on the 
previous few signal state probabilities, and the critic has the ability to 
judge whether the actor’s output is good. 

To prove the feasibility of the proposed model, we determined the 
state changes of the EEG signals according to the task execution by the 
subjects. Fig. 20 shows the task category that the subject should perform, 
where the abscissa represents time and the ordinate represents the signal 
state. When the subject was performing the tasks, the recognition win-
dow was moving, and the window overlapped with the valid data 
segment three times. The ideal outputs of these three windows of data 
are the executed actions when the subject performs tasks according to 
the instructions, and the types of these three actions should be the same 
because they are continuous. 

Fig. 21 shows the actions predicted using only the EEG recognition 
model. The EEG state recognition model can accurately identify the 
target signal state within the effective task execution time, because the 
characteristics of the signal state can be easily classified using the pro-
posed EEG state recognition model. However, it can be seen that the 
output of this model does not fully conform to the expected action, and 
the action sometimes has a delay. In addition, owing to external in-
fluences, when the subject is resting, the subject may also generate 
unexpected brain activities. Fig. 22 shows the predicted actions using 
the actor-critic-based decision-making model. When we apply this 
model to the experiment, we can see that most of the delay problems 
have been resolved, and the randomly generated actions owing to 
external noise have also been corrected. 

The output obtained from the recognition model only considers the 
signal state at the current time. Therefore, in this case, the target task 
can only be recognized when the action features contained in the signal 
are sufficiently distinct. However, because of external factors, it is 
difficult to extract significant features from the EEG signal; therefore, 
the recognition accuracy of the target task is very low. At the beginning, 
the action just starts to be executed, and the features of the signal state 
are not distinct enough; therefore, it is difficult to recognize. This can 

lead to delays. When we use the decision-making model, it considers the 
changes in both the previous and current signal states. This model can 
predict a subject’s intentions based on this change. Therefore, the model 
can provide the correct output before the action is executed and avoids 
the occurrence of vacation delay. In addition, EEG users cannot 
concentrate for long periods of time and may sometimes take uncon-
scious actions. If the recognition model is used alone, it can only 
determine the current action and execute the current action. However, 
this action is sometimes not the expected action of the user. The 
decision-making model can determine whether the current action is 
randomly generated by evaluating the signal status at a previous time. 
Thus, it can determine whether an action is unconsciously generated by 
the user to correct the signal output. Consequently, this model can make 
the control system more stable and reliable. 

4.2. Compare the classification network using different structures 

In the classification system, we used a convolutional neural network 
as a classifier. The performance of the model can be influenced by 
several factors such as the number of layers, neurons, and activation 
functions within the network. To thoroughly explore the effects of these 
parameters, we conducted experiments in which we tested networks 
with different structures using the same training and testing sets of task- 
state data. This dataset comprised 360 trials of eyeball movement data 
and 400 trials of motor imagery data. To ensure robustness, we 
employed a ten-fold cross-validation method to evaluate the perfor-
mance of these diverse network configurations. 

The convolution size is unchanged and is built based on the single- 
channel-based series network proposed in [31]. The reason for using 
This network is used because a single-channel learning strategy can 
extract effective information from each independent channel, which 
prevents the information between adjacent channels from affecting each 
other. This is better for extracting useful information from spatially 
transformed EEG signals. We used three convolutional layers, one max 
pooling layer, two activation layers, three batch normalization layers, 
and one addition layer as the hidden layer unit. Fig. 23 shows the 
hidden-layer unit. The structure of the classification network is illus-
trated in Fig. 24. 

Our purpose was to investigate whether network structure affected 
the performance of the model. First, we examined the impact of 
changing the number of hidden-layer units. Second, we assessed the 
effects of modifying the number of convolution filters. (in Fig. 22, the 
parameters are in each convolution layer and hidden layers by changing 
LStart, LEnd, LA to LN). Third, we investigated the influence of different 

Fig. 20. The desired task labels.  
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activation functions on each hidden layer unit. Tables 7, 8, and 9 present 
the test results of the network with different structures. 

From Table 7, the mean accuracy of using the ReLU activation 
function was greater than that of using the Tanh or Sigmoid activation 
functions for both eyeball movement and motor imagery tasks. Through 
statistical analysis, we calculated the p-values using different activation 
functions. For the eyeball movement classification task, the p-values of 
accuracy were 0.000000058 (compare ReLU and Tanh activation func-
tion) and 0.000000027 (compare ReLU and Sigmoid activation func-
tion), which were all less than 0.05. For the motor imagery classification 
task, the p-values of accuracy were 0.0078 (compare ReLU and Tanh 
activation function) and 0.0056 (compare ReLU and Sigmoid activation 
function), which were all less than 0.05. These statistical results prove 
that when a single channel-based series network structure is used, the 
network with the ReLU activation function is better than that with the 
Tanh or Sigmoid activation function. 

From Tables 8 and 9, it can be observed that the accuracy of using the 
three networks did not change significantly. As shown in Table 8, the 
highest mean accuracy was obtained using four hidden layers. For the 
eyeball movement classification task, the p-values of accuracy were 
0.7431 (compared using three hidden layers and four hidden layers), 

0.8678 (compared using four hidden layers and five hidden layers), and 
0.6577 (compared using three hidden layers and five hidden layers). For 
the motor imagery classification task, the p-values of accuracy were 
0.9668 (compared using three and four hidden layers), 0.9197 
(compared using four and five hidden layers), and 0.9498 (compared 
using three and five hidden layers). 

As shown in Table 9, the highest mean accuracy was obtained using 
the convolutional structure R2. For the eyeball movement classification 
task, the p-values of accuracy were 0.6434 (compared using structures 
R1 and R2), 0.5181 (compared using structures R1 and R3), and 0.1499 
(compared using structures R2 and R3). For the motor imagery classi-
fication task, the p-values of accuracy were 0.8323 (compared using 
structures R1 and R2), 0.8617 (compared using structures R1 and R3), 
and 0.9673 (compared using structures R2 and R3). From the statistical 
testing results, the p-values of accuracy were all greater than 0.05, 
indicating that these accuracy results did not have significant differ-
ences. The statistical analysis results demonstrate that the number of 
hidden layers and convolution filters may not significantly affect the 
overall performance of the network. 

Fig. 21. The predicted actions using EEG recognition model.  

Fig. 22. The predicted actions using actor-critic based decision making model.  
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4.3. Evaluate the performance of hybrid BCI real time controlled robot 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed BCI control system, 
we have incorporated feature extraction and classification algorithms 
from two highly relevant papers’ works of [26] and [27], respectively. 
We used the same data collection, transmission, and control commands. 
We then employed the control methods proposed in [26] and [27] to 
allow the subjects to control the target robot. The systems proposed in 
these two studies were jointly controlled by multiple biological signals. 

[26] proposed a multimodal Human-Machine Interface (mHMI) 
system that combines EEG, EMG, and EOG to jointly control the motion 
of the robotic arm. This was similar to the control concept of the 

proposed system. [27] proposed a real-time electroencephalogram 
(EEG)-EMG Human–Machine Interface (EEG-EMG HMI)-based control 
system that combines EEG and EMG signals to jointly control mechan-
ical lower limb movement. 

[26] first used wavelet transform to process the signal and then 
extracted the ratio of the 8–12 Hz ERS and ERD changes in the C3 and C4 
channels, respectively. This ratio was then input as a feature into the 
SVM for classification. For EOG signals, the author set a threshold to 
determine whether the eyes were moving. If the signal amplitude is 
greater than the threshold, it indicates that the subject performs eye 
movements, and a positive or negative pulse signal is used to determine 
whether the eyes are looking left or right. Common features of surface 
EMG, such as mean absolute value, waveform length, zero crossing, 
slope sign change, and mean absolute value slope, are used to classify 

Fig. 23. Hidden layer unit.  

Fig. 24. Whole structure of the classification network.  

Table 7 
Compare the accuracy (%) of the network using different activation functions.   

Eyeball movement Motor imagery 
Activation function ReLU Tanh Sigmoid ReLU Tanh Sigmoid 

Subject A 98.61 89.44 88.89 88.25 78.25 77.50 
Subject B 97.50 87.78 88.06 80.75 73.00 72.25 
Subject C 96.94 87.22 87.22 80.00 71.25 72.00 
Subject D 98.33 88.89 89.17 87.75 80.25 79.75 
Subject E 98.06 88.61 88.33 84.50 76.50 76.75 
Mean 97.89 88.39 88.33 84.25 78.85 75.65 
Std 0.67 0.89 0.76 3.83 3.70 3.40  

Table 8 
Compare the accuracy (%) of the network using different number of hidden layer 
units.   

Eyeball movement Motor imagery 
Number of hidden layer 
units 

3 4 5 3 4 5 

Subject A 98.33  98.61  98.33  88.00  88.25  87.75 
Subject B 96.94  97.50  97.22  81.00  80.75  80.50 
Subject C 96.67  96.94  95.83  80.25  80.00  79.75 
Subject D 98.61  98.33  98.89  87.25  87.75  87.50 
Subject E 98.06  98.06  97.78  84.25  84.50  84.50 
Mean 97.72  97.89  97.61  84.15  84.25  84.00 
Std 0.86  0.67  1.17  3.52  3.83  3.77  
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EMG-related commands. [27] first extracted the EEG and EMG features 
using the CSP algorithm. They then calculated the root mean square as 
the EMG feature vector, calculated the variance, and selected the first 
three channels as EEG features. Finally, these features were input into 
the LDA classifier for classification. 

We conducted an experiment in which five subjects were given the 
opportunity to utilize the two systems mentioned above as well as our 
proposed system to control a machine trolley along a designated route. 
To assess the performances of the three systems, we compared the 
number of command errors, accuracy, and information transmission rate 
(ITR) achieved by each system. Table 10 presents the results of this 
comparison. ITR is an important indicator for evaluating BCI systems 
[33]. It was initially used in the communication field to measure the 
communication and computing speed of systems and was then used to 
evaluate the efficiency of the BCI control system. The ITR can be 
calculated as: 

ITR =

(

log2Nk +Aclog2Ac+(1 − Ac)log2

[
(1 − Ac)
Nk − 1

])

×
60
Ta

(19)  

where Ac is the classification accuracy of each mode, Nk is the number of 
possible movement intentions, and Ta is the average running time for 
each command. 

From the results, compared to the other subjects, subjects A and D 
had fewer errors in executing commands. Because these two subjects 
had experience in BCI-related experiments, they were more likely to 
concentrate during the process of collecting data and controlling robots. 
During the experiment, our goal was to allow the subjects to control the 
robot to reach the final target point by following a designated route. This 
designated route was generated using a remote controller. During the 
process of subjects following the designated route, the actual walking 
path of the robot may deviate because of inaccurate models or subject 
errors. When a deviation occurs, the system redefines the correction 
route based on the actual position of the robot and the number of errors 
increases. The subject continued to follow a new updated route. 

From the perspective of system performance, the overall effect of 
using the proposed method was significantly better than that of the 
mHMI and EEG-EMG HMI systems, including accuracy and ITR. The ITR 
can accurately evaluate the amount of information transmitted by BCI 
systems. It considers three indicators: the number of command cate-
gories, target recognition accuracy, and single-target selection time. 

From the efficiency of the control system, when using the mHMI system 
and EEG-EMG HMI system, the system often outputs incorrect com-
mands, and the speed of executing each command is lower than that of 
the proposed hybrid BCI real-time control system. 

Through statistical analysis, we calculated the p-values of the pro-
posed hybrid control, mHMI, and EEG-EMG HMI systems. The p-values 
of accuracy were 0.0187 (comparing the proposed hybrid control system 
and mHMI system) and 0.0047 (comparing the proposed hybrid control 
system and EEG-EMG HMI system), which are all less than 0.05, indi-
cating that the accuracy of the proposed hybrid control system is indeed 
higher than that of the mHMI and EEG-EMG HMI systems. The p-values 
of ITR were 0.0101 (comparing the proposed hybrid control system and 
mHMI system) and 0.0083 (comparing the proposed hybrid control 
system and EEG-EMG HMI system), which are all less than 0.05, indi-
cating that the BCI data transmission performance of the proposed 
hybrid control system is better than that of the mHMI system and EEG- 
EMG HMI system. We also compare the time spent and running distance 
of the three systems in Table 11. 

From the perspective of overall running distance and time, our 
proposed hybrid control system can reach the destination faster and 
walk shorter distances because our proposed control system has a low 
error rate and does not require multiple route corrections. Movement 
time reflects the reaction performance of the EEG system. During the 
control process, the robot car should constantly change its direction and 
cooperate with the forward and stop commands to reach the destination. 
During the process, the robot must move by continuously changing the 
direction of the arm and controlling the robotic arm. If the time is short, 
the EEG system can more accurately distinguish between different motor 
imagery and eyeball movement actions. If it takes only a short time, this 
means that the EEG system has been able to respond quickly to com-
mands. The distance moved reflects the stability of the EEG system. If 
the moving distance of the robot car is very long, the robot often makes 
mistakes during the control process. This implies that the system was 
unstable. In contrast, if the car can use the shortest distance to reach the 
destination, the robot can accurately follow the classified commands to 
find the best way to reach the destination. This also proves that the 
stability of the proposed control system is better than that of the other 
two control systems. In addition, we also compare fifteen times of 
running routes using the three systems. The robotic running routes are 
shown in Figs. 25, 26, and 27. 

From the driving route map, it is evident that the running route and 

Table 9 
Compare the accuracy (%) of the network using different number of convolutional filters.   

Eyeball movement Motor imagery 
Number of convolution 
filters 

Structure R1 (16 32 
64 
128 256 512) 

Structure R2 (32 64 
128 
256 512 1024) 

Structure R3 (64 128 
256 
512 1024 2048) 

Structure R1 (16 32 
64 
128 256 512) 

Structure R2 (32 64 
128 
256 512 1024) 

Structure R3 (64 128 
256 
512 1024 2048) 

Subject A 97.78 98.61 97.50 87.75 88.25 88.75 
Subject B 96.94 97.50 96.11 80.00 80.75 81.00 
Subject C 96.11 96.94 97.22 81.25 80.00 80.50 
Subject D 98.89 98.33 97.50 86.75 87.75 87.00 
Subject E 98.33 98.06 97.78 83.00 84.50 83.50 
Mean 97.61 97.89 97.22 83.75 84.25 84.15 
Std 1.11 0.67 0.65 3.39 3.83 3.64  

Table 10 
Compare the performance of proposed control system to other papers’ control systems.   

Proposed hybrid BCI real time control system mHMI system [26] EEG-EMG HMI system [27]  
Error times Accuracy (%) ITR (bits/min) Error times Accuracy (%) ITR (bits/min) Error times Accuracy (%) ITR (bits/min) 

A 2 96.67 82.31 7 90.67 50.44 8 89.16 49.16 
B 7 90.91 51.60 11 87.36 43.60 9 86.72 46.19 
C 8 89.87 57.31 16 84.31 38.87 14 85.57 38.99 
D 3 95.38 76.77 8 89.74 49.76 9 88.89 47.09 
E 5 92.75 67.35 9 88.52 49.38 9 87.02 48.78 
Mean 5.00 93.12 67.07 10.20 88.12 46.41 9.80 87.47 46.04 
Std 2.55 2.89 12.86 3.56 2.47 5.03 2.39 1.52 4.13  
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reference route obtained using our proposed method are better fitted, 
with fewer errors, and the control route is smoother. From the overall 
route, the positions most prone to errors are at each turn, especially at 
positions with larger turning angles, which require the subject to 
alternately send turns and forward commands multiple times. Alter-
nating command switching is more difficult than continuous straight 
walking. Another error-prone location was at each target object point. 
When the robot reaches the target object, the subject must continuously 
cooperate with the steering commands and the direction and extension 
of the robotic arm to push down the target object. This requires the 
subject to concentrate on muscle movements and motor imagery. Owing 
to the extensive experimental experience of subjects A and D, they could 
complete the task in a shorter time. We can also see from the results in 
Table 11 that the total spending time for subjects A and D is less than 
that of other subjects. 

When the ideal motion trajectories controlled by the remote 
controller are compared with the actual motion trajectories controlled 

by the proposed control system, we can see that both the ideal and actual 
trajectories are able to avoid obstacles and reach the destination. 
Although there is some deviation when using the control system, it is not 
large. It is noteworthy that the subjects may feel tired after a period of 
concentration on handling the BCI real-time control system and con-
trolling the robot car, which could also affect the results. The quality of 
the test results is also related to the subject’s operational skills. Overall, 
the BCI real-time control system was accurate, stable, and reliable. This 
has the potential to be adopted in practical BCI control applications. 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, an EEG state recognition model is proposed, which can 
be used to determine the EEG signal states. In this model, an LSTM-CNN 
structure is introduced to extract both spatial and time sequence fea-
tures. An actor-critic-based decision-making model is proposed to pre-
dict the desired action based on signal state probabilities. The brain 

Table 11 
Compare the spending time and running distance of the BCI robot controlled by proposed system to that of the BCI robot controlled by other papers’ control systems.   

Proposed hybrid BCI real time control system mHMI system [26] EEG-EMG HMI system [27]  
Second per action Total Distance (m) Spending 

Time (s) 
Second per action Total Distance (m) Spending 

Time (s) 
Second per action Total Distance (m) Spending 

Time (s) 

A 3.03 6.42 181.80 3.72 6.67 279.00 3.68 6.73 305.44 
B 3.33 6.71 260.26 3.86 7.11 351.26 3.82 6.92 347.62 
C 3.37 6.73 266.23 3.94 7.19 401.88 4.03 7.01 390.91 
D 3.09 6.63 200.85 3.69 6.92 287.82 3.77 6.69 305.37 
E 3.20 6.43 220.80 3.66 6.42 300.12 3.69 6.54 302.58 
Mean 3.20 6.58 225.99 3.77 6.86 324.02 3.80 6.78 330.38 
Std 0.15 0.15 36.76 0.12 0.32 51.75 0.14 0.19 38.67  

Fig. 25. The robotic running routes using proposed hybrid control system (In each map, the black line is reference route. The blue line is actual robotic moving route. 
The green point presents the target object. The robot is required to push down the object at each green point. The yellow point presents the final destination. The 
black square presents the obstacles or walls in the real environment. The x-axis and y-axis represent the horizontal and vertical length (metre) and width (metre) of 
the map where the robot is located, respectively). 
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Fig. 26. The robotic running routes using mHMI system.  

Fig. 27. The robotic running routes using EEG-EMG HMI system.  
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signals collected from three subjects were used to train and test the 
proposed models. Experimental results were used to compare the two 
proposed models. The combined EEG state recognition model and actor- 
critic-based decision-making model achieved the best performance. In 
this study, using the proposed method, the mean accuracy was 95.34% 
and the mean kappa value was 0.9289. Compared to the traditional 
convolutional neural network, the mean accuracy improved by 3.75%, 
and the mean kappa value improved by 0.0591. Compared with the EEG 
state recognition model, the mean accuracy improved by 2.08%, and the 
mean kappa value improved by 0.0311. 

In addition, we propose a hybrid BCI-based real-time control system 
that is used to control a BCI robot car. This system includes two sub-
systems: i) a data transmission system and ii) an EEG dynamic classifi-
cation system. In the data transmission system, a data acquisition server 
from the EEG device to other software was built, and a data processing 
and reception model was included to achieve online EEG processing and 
analysis. In the EEG dynamic classification system, six signal analysis 
models were constructed to classify the BCI commands. In the experi-
ment, we trained an accurate and reliable system that can be used to 
control a BCI robot in a real environment. In the experimental results, 
the offline testing accuracy was 87.20%. The mean online control ac-
curacy was 93.12%, and the mean ITR was 67.07 bits/min. These results 
prove that the proposed BCI control system is better than state-of-the-art 
systems. Compared to the multimodal human–machine interface sys-
tem, the mean accuracy improved by 5%, and the information trans-
mission rate was improved by 20.66 bits/min. Compared with the 
EEG–EMG Human–Machine Interface-based control system, the mean 
accuracy improved by 5.65%, and the information transmission rate was 
improved by 21.03 bits/min. 

In the future, BCI-related medical devices such as EEG-based 
wheelchairs and BCI-based robotic arms can be developed based on 
the proposed system. This system can be used in motor rehabilitation 
training. In addition, the proposed approach could be extended to other 
industries and applied to different working environments, for example, 
applying EEG- or BCI-based robotic applications in a construction or 
engineering environment to support construction activities and material 
handling on-site. 
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